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The history of exploring  

People have travelled across the world for thousands of years. There are lots of reasons people 

explore new places, but explorers definitely display our Palladian Values of Courage and 

Curiosity! During our topic we may be reading about other courageous explorers. What would 

you like to explore? 

Our Key Texts 

 

 

 
 

Scott of the Antarctic:  

 

Captain Scott was a British explorer. 

He led two expeditions to Antarctica in 1901 and 1910. 

During his expeditions he wanted to find out more about the animals, the weather and the 

land of Antarctica. 

Scott and his team also wanted to be the first to reach the South Pole   

Scott and his team were engaged in a daring race with another team from Norway. 

We know about Scott’s expedition because he and his team wrote diaries and letters, and took 

photographs and painted pictures. 

People continue to explore Antarctica to this day. 

 

 

      

Key Vocabulary: 

Expedition: a journey that is taken by a person or group to little 

known places.  

Evidence 

How we know that something happened 

Sources 

Different types of evidence and where we get it from 

Commemorate  

To remember and show respect 

Memorial 

A physical object to remind people of an event or person 

Century 

A period of 100 years 

 

 

The Time line of the Expedition  
1. June 1910- October 1911, it took over a year on the Terra Nova to get to Antarctica. 

2. They travelled on foot using skis and sedges pulled by both dogs and ponies. 

3. The motorised sledge broke down and they sent the dogs and seven of the men back. 

4. 17th January 1912 Scott, Wilson, Oates, Bowers and Evans reached the South Pole. 

5. December 1911 Amundsen had there first – 37 days before them. 

6. 29th March 1912 Scott, Wilson, Oates, Bowers and Evans died returning to base camp. 

7. 12th November 1912 Scott’s tent was discovered with his letters and diaries inside.  

8. February 1913 A memorial service was held by the King George V. 
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Question 1: How did Captain Scott and his team get to 

Antarctica 

Tick one box 

Start of unit End of unit 

A boat   

An electric car   

A steam train   

An aeroplane   

 

Question 2: What animals did they take? 

Tick two boxes 

Start of unit End of unit 

Dogs   

Cats   

Penguins   

Horses   

 

Question 3: What did they use to carry things over the ice and 

snow? 

 Tick one box 

Start of unit End of unit 

Sledges   

Lorries   

Boats   

Cars   

 

Question 4: True or False 

Captain Scott was the first to reach the South Pole 

Start of unit End of unit 

True   

False   

  

Question : Tick One Box 

Scott went to Antarctica to study  

Start of unit End of unit 

Penguins   

Arctic Foxes   

Polar Bears   

Snow Hares   
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